Appendiceal Intussusception into Cecum

By Ly Van Phai, MD [2], Le Thi Qunh Nhu, MD [3], Nguyen Thien Hung, MD [4], and Phan Thanh Hai, MD [5]

Clinical history: A 25-year-old male patient complained about three-day epigastric abdominal pain. His body temperature was normal and he did not have any other symptoms such as vomiting or diarrhea. In clinical observation, he had got a tightness feeling when we pressed at Mac-Burney point. No sign of peritoneal reaction was recorded. His blood test was done and the white blood cell count was not high.
Figure 1. **A.** Ultrasound longitudinal section showing fluid-filled, enlarged appendix; **B.** Ultrasound transversal section revealing enlarged appendix; **C.** Ultrasound findings showed a mass at the appendix base protruding into the cecum.
Figure 2. Colonoscopic findings revealed the mass protruding into the cecum at the Garlach valve.
Figure 3. Computed tomography showing enlarged, fluid-filled appendix and part of appendix base protruding into the cecum.
Figure 4. The appendix specimen.
Figure 5. Histologic examination showing the congestion and haemorrhage with fibrosis tissue and a chronic inflammatory infiltration composed of lymphocytes and macrophages. Immunohistochemical result: CD117 (-), NSE (-), Actine (+) in muscular tissue.

Findings: Abdominal ultrasound showed an enlarged appendix with cross-diameter of 15 mm and a fluid-filled lumen (Figure 1a, b). There was an abnormal mass at the base of the appendix emerging into cecum lumen (Figure 1c). Colonoscopy showed a mass which looked like a finger covered with mucosa protruding into the cecum (Figure 2). Subsequently, computed tomography findings showed fluid-filled, enlarged appendix and there were signs of a mass protruding into the cecum lumen from the appendix base (Figure 3). Finally, the operation was performed. The appendix was large and its proximal part was emerged into the cecum (Figure 4). The histopathological result revealed a chronic inflammatory condition of the appendix (Figure 5).

Diagnosis: Appendiceal intussusception into the cecum.

Discussion: In our case, the cause for the appendiceal intussusception is still unknown. However, it could be explained that chronic inflammatory condition had caused disorder immanent peristalsis. Meanwhile, there was a difference between the wall thickness of the distal part and the proximal part of the appendix. All that factors had lead to intussusception of the appendix base into the cecum. In conclusion, colonoscopy is a useful diagnostic tool for evaluation of unexplained abdominal pain. It is accurate and profitable in diagnosing of appendiceal intussusception and helps selecting the appropriate treatment methods (1).
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